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CANTO III.
Sir William of Deloraine and his steed, after riding for forty miks
in complete armour, make a very good fight. It was natural that the
steed shoulde stumble in the mortal shock.' The simplicity and veri-
similitude of Scott's description of the combat may be compared with
the powerful but more forced and fantastic style of Lord Tennyson's
description of such encounters. For example, take the combat
between Gareth and the Morning Star:—
'All at fiery speed the two
Shock'd on the central bridge, and either spear
Bent but not brake, and either knight at once,
HurFd as a stone from out of a catapult,
Beyond his horse's crupper and the bridge,
Fell, as if dead; but quickly rose and drew/ &c.
Scott follows rather the simplicity of the old romancers.   For
example, Malory's 'Morte d'Arthur,* Book ix. c.  34.    'Then Sir
Launcelot cried, The Knight with the black shield, make thee ready
to just with me.   When Sir Tristram heard him say so, he gat his
spear in his hand, and either abashed down their heads, and came
together as thunder, and Sir Tristram's spear brake in pieces, and Sir
Launcelot by mal-fortune struck Sir Tristram on the side a deep
wound nigh to the death.   But yet Sir Tristram avoided not his
saddle, and so the spear brake.'   Coming together like thunder is a
very common simile in romance.
L 33. the Baron's crest,' in allusion to the name Cranstoun, is
a crane dormant, holding a stone in his foot, with an emphatic Border
motto, Thou shalt want ere Iwant.'—SCQTT.
1.61. Shield, and jack, and acton. Scott is somewhat indefinite
in his description of the Border Knight's armour. The exact mean-
ing of such a word as 'jack' is very difficult to ascertain, probably
because the name was applied to considerably different pieces of
armour. Ritson describes a jack as' a jacket, or short coat, plated or
institched with small pieces of iron, and usually worn by the peasantry
of the Border in the journeys from place to place, as well as in the
occasional skirmishes with the moss-troopers, who are most probably
equipped with the same sort of harness,* But it was not every
peasant that had so serviceable a defence. In the ballad' Dick o'
the Cow,' Johnnie Armstrong borrows 'the laird's jack/ which is
described as a 'steel jack,' and afterwards becomes the prey of the

